
We’ll get started shortly.
While we’re waiting: 

This has been a stressful week.
Let’s get the positivity flowing.

What’s are you most excited about right now?
Drop your answer in the Zoom chat.



Attribution Reporting 
Fundamentals
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The last time I was in London,
I looked like this.



I’ve been to various places in 
the UK, but not London.



I couldn’t 
make it 
today. 

Help me 
plan my 

next trip?



Every few slides 
I’ll ask for a

London 
recommendation.

Email yours to 
ari@hubspot.com

We’ll pick a 
couple winners 
and send you 

swag!

mailto:ari@hubspot.com


Best cafe?



Agenda
1. Attribution fundamentals

2. What else is new?

3. Questions?

1. ✌🍸

https://hotemoji.com/peace-sign-emoji.html
https://emojipedia.org/cocktail-glass/


Icebreaker
How familiar are you with attribution reporting?

1 - Is that the new Mission Impossible movie?

2 - I know enough to be dangerous…

3 - Pull over and let me drive this webinar





Who deserves credit for this goal?



Who deserves credit for this goal?
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Who scored the 
most goals?



Who deserves credit for this goal?

100%



Who had the 
most assists?
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Why even count? 
Why do these metrics matter for the players?

Why do these metrics matter for the manager?



For the players: Recognition
For the manager: Optimisation

For both: Leverage



Now, apply that to your customer’s journey

%

%

%

%

%



If you can identify what drives impact...
Why does that matter for marketers?

Why does that matter for marketing leaders?



For the marketer: Recognition
For the marketing leader: Optimisation

For both: Leverage



Best 
sporting 
venue?





Meet 
Bethany
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CLOSED WON
Email

FIRST 
INTERACTION

Organic 
Search

LEAD 
CREATED
Paid Social

DEAL 
CREATED

Organic Social
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Attribution
Models

First touch model

Last touch model

Linear model

Full path model

U-model

W-model



“How are paying customers first finding out about us?”



First Interaction

Gives all the credit to the first touch point 
someone has with your brand on the way to 
becoming a customer.

Single touch

100%



Paid SocialOrganic Search Organic Social Email

FIRST 
INTERACTION

LEAD 
CREATED

DEAL 
CREATED CLOSED WON



First Interaction 
Attribution

Organic Search

€800
REVENUE

100%
CREDIT





Analyze the Results

Direct Traffic is #1. Email marketing 
and paid search are also great at 
bringing new business in.



“What is influencing customers across the 
whole journey?”



Full Path Attribution

Gives all the credit to the first touch point 
someone has with your brand on the way to 
becoming a customer.

Multi-touch

90%

10%

First interaction

Lead created

Deal created

Closed won

All other interactions
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CREATED

DEAL 
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Analyze the Results

Paid social is highly impactful later 
in the process.



Attribution
Models

First touch model

Last touch model

Linear model

Full path model

U-model

W-model



Best place 
for music? 



Start small

● Pick one model
● Find one takeaway
● Make one strategic change

Some answers > No answers



Own a Revenue Number

● Assign each team member a channel
● Assign each team member a goal
● Set up an SLA with sales to ensure 

prompt follow-up on leads.

It’s the only way to get sales’ ear.



Increase
Marketing team 

budget

71%
Increase

Team size

33%
Increase
Revenue from 

marketing emails

84%



Process first

● Sales using CRM?
● Agreed-upon deal statuses/process
● Tracking codes on all pages
● Naming conventions

Data integrity before reporting.



Manage your stakeholders

● Tell teams what to expect beforehand.
● Create dashboards ahead of time.
● Set cadence for email sends and meetings
● Get a permanent spot in exec meeting

Communication is 90% of the battle.



Connect your data

● Find the ever-elusive single contact record
● Use tools like PieSync and Zapier

Work through a single platform



Interested in attribution reporting?
1) If you already have Marketing Hub Enterprise, attribution is included.

2) If you don’t, you can sign up for a trial.

https://offers.hubspot.com/free-trial-enterprise-limited-time


Step 1

From any HubSpot 
dashboard or from your 
Reports screen, click Add 
report then Create custom 
report.

Get to the builder



Step 2

Choose “Attribution”



Step 3

Start with the templates

They’re best-practice recipes 
to get you off the ground.



Step 4

Choose your deals, your 
dimension, and your model.

Or build something custom...



Step 5

Click Save, and decide 
whether you’d like to add 
your report to a 
dashboard, or have it live 
on its own.

Save your report.



Best 
bang-for-buck 

dinner out?



What else is new?



The HubSpot Advantage

Powerful

Easy

Small 
business 
solutions

Legacy 
enterprise 
systems



Scales with the Best

Marketing Hub Enterprise offers 
ultimate security, reliability, 
performance, usability, and value. 

It’s used by some of the world’s 
largest and most successful 
companies. Public companies, 
governments, hyper-growth unicorns, 
B2C brands, regulated industries, and 
much more.



Partitioning

Partitioning takes the pain out of 
staying organized. Separate your 
marketing assets by team, so every 
user has access to the right content. 
You’ll have a cleaner, better-organized 
database across all your teams, brands, 
and regions.

Beta - Marketing Hub Enterprise



Adaptive Testing

Optimize your conversion paths using 
artificial intelligence. Create up to five 
variations of a page. Then, over time, 
HubSpot sends more traffic to the 
best-performing versions, and 
ultimately picks a winner for you. Less 
busy work for you and better 
performance for your pages.

Live - Marketing Hub Enterprise



Account-based 
Marketing

Run a powerful ABM program in 
Marketing Hub. New properties and 
templates, company scoring, and 
out-of-the-box ABM reporting make 
ABM in HubSpot quick and effective.

Beta - Professional and Enterprise



Advanced 
Conversational 
Marketing

Customize chats with code snippets and 
trigger webhooks in chat and Facebook 
Messenger. Plus, use Advanced 
Targeting to trigger unique chat widgets 
based on a visitor’s location, page scroll 
behavior, referral source, and more. 

The result: a best-in-class conversational 
experience that’s highly targeted, 
personalized, and feeds data back to the 
contact record.

Live - Marketing Hub Enterprise



PieSync

Sync HubSpot with over 200 other apps 
with a few clicks.

Available as an add-on



Drag and drop 
page editing

Building pages in HubSpot is as easy as drag 
and drop. No code required, no design manager 
needed.

Live - MH Starter +



Canva Button

Building pages in HubSpot is as easy as drag 
and drop. No code required, no design manager 
needed.

Live - All accounts



Workflow updates

Now, with workflows:
- Merge branches
- Copy contact properties to other objects
- Combine conditions
- Create folders
- View revisions

Live - Professional and Enterprise



Forecasting Property

Previously, sales forecast reports pulled from 
deal stage percentages.

Now, you can use a more qualitative measure 
that’s easier for sales reps to understand.

Live - All accounts



Form Analytics

Finally, a place to compare form performance & 
export your form data.

Live - MH  Professional and Enterprise



Social Post Boosting

Give an “organic” post a spark with a bit of 
paid budget.

Live - MH  Professional and Enterprise



Password-protected 
Knowledge Articles
Control the audience for a certain article by 
protecting it via password or list.

Live - Service Hub Enterprise



Thanks


